in [6] we have investigated this class of operators. In the present paper we continue these nvestigations.
Terminology and introduction
The present paper is a continuation of our previous paper [6] . Our aim is to obtain further results concerning the class $ S (X). Notations and definitions not explicitly given are taken from [6] . Throughout this paper X always denotes an infinite-dimensional complex Banach space, and A denotes a complex algebra with identity e / 0. As in [6] , we use the following notations:
£(X) -{T : X -> X : T is linear and bounded},

*(X) = {T€ JC(X) : T is Fredholm},
By we denote the coset T + T(X) of T in £. For the coset T + K{X) of T in C we use the symbol T.
For a subset M of £(X) write M°, M and dM for the set of interior points of M, the closure of M and the boundary of M, respectively.
If B is a complex Banach algebra with identity e ^ 0, then let a(t), p(t) and r(t) denote the spectrum, the resolvent set and the spectral radius of t G B, respectively.
For an operator T G C(X) the Fredholm spectrum <t$(T) is defined to be
Since X is infinite-dimensional, we have a<s>(T) ^ 0. If a<j>(T) = {0} then T is called a Riesz operator. Hence T is a Riesz operator if and only if T is quasinilpotent. See [2] for further properties of Riesz operators. Recall from [6] that Adenotes the set of all invertible elements of the algebra A. The set of all generlized invertible elements of A is given by
The following list is a setting up of the results which will be obtained in this paper. Proofs will be given in Section 3.
(A) T e $ g (X) <=> there is some S e £(X) such that TST = T and
TS -ST belongs to T(X). (B) Let T e Then
TS-STe T(X) for each pseudo-inverse S of T T e $(X)UT{X). (C) Let T e $ g (X), 0 G <r(T), D C € a Cauchy domain which contains c(T), / : D -• C holomorphic and univalent on D and /(0) = 0. Then (D) If T G is a Riesz operator then T G T(X).
(E) If T G $g(X) then there is S 0 G £(X) with (i) TS 0 T = T, S 0 TS 0 = S 0 and TS 0 -S 0 T belongs to T{X). (
For each pseudo-inverse S of T with the properties in (i) we have (ii) S -So G T{X) and S G (iii) S is a Riesz operator S G T{X) T G T{X). (iv) If
(I) Suppose that J ^ {0} is an ideal in C(X) and let n denote the canonical homomorphism w :
Suppose that we have 
i=i (K) Let R G C{X). Then <r*g(T + R) = <r*t(T) for aH T e C(X) R G F(X).
Remarks and comments
and / as in (C), then T is invertible, and the spectral mapping theorem implies that f(T) is invertible and so f(T) G TO-
(c) Proposition 1.3 (d) in [6] shows that for T G $S(X) we have dist (0,<r*(T)\{0}) > 0.
Thus (E) and Theorem 4.10 in [6] are improvements of this result.
(d) It is shown in [6] , Theorem 2.3, that the ideal X) has the property in (I).
(e) We have seen in [6] , Remark 4.15, that By (G) we get
. Generalized invertible elements in algebras
In this section we give the preliminary results which we need in Section 3. Recall that A always denotes a complex algebra with identity e ^ 0. We write B for a complex Banach algebra with identity e ^ 0.
For our first proposition recall that if t € A g , then there is exactly one s £ ¿4 such that (2.1) tst = t, sts = s and ts = st.
Furthermore we have sG>l s (see [6] , Proposition 3.9). Proof, (a) => (b): Let 5o be a pseudo-inverse of t and put ¿i = sotsoThen we get ts\t -t, tsi = tso = sot = s\t and siisj = Si. Thus si has the properties of (2.1). Hence sj = s. 
PROPOSITION. Let t e A 9 and s E
=0
Therefore we get t -A0e G A' 1 C A 9 .
Case 2: A0 G {Ai,...,Am}. Without loss of generality we can assume
Take a G R({t -Aje) 2 ). There are a} G R(t -Aje) (j = l,...,m) with
Since the sum in (2.5) is direct and A j -Aj ^ 0 (j = 2,.. .,m), we derive
Thus we have shown that pi(t -Aje) < 1. This shows that z £ (t -Aie) 2^4 , thus qi(t -A^) < 1. From Theorem 3.3 in Proof. By [6] , Theorem 3.3, there is s £ B with tst = t and st = ts. If t is quasinilpotent then we have for the spectral radius of t that r(t) = 0. (c) 0 G />(<) or 0 is a pole of order 1 of (t -Ae) -1 . . D{f) may vary with /. For / 6 H(t) the element f(t) is defined by the well-known operational calculus (see [2] ). Also it is well-known that
Now take z G (t -
AIe
Since ts = st we get r(ts) < r(t)r(s)
and that (2.9) f(t)s = sf{t) for / e H(t) and 5 € B with ts = st.
PROPOSITION. Suppose that t € B is relatively regular, 0 G <?(t), f € 7~i(t) is univalent on a Cauchy domain D D a{t) and /(0) = 0. Then f(t) is relatively regular.
Proof. S.R. Caradus has given a proof for the case where B -C{X), see [1] , Theorem 1 in Chapter 6. Inspection of this proof shows that it uses no properties of £(X) which are not shared by every Banach algebra with identity. But we shall give the proof of Caradus, because the proof contains some technical information which we need in the sequel.
Since 0 G D and / is univalent on D we know that /'(0) ^ 0, and there is a function g : f(D) -• C univalent and holomorphic such that g(f(A)) = A. Without loss of generality, we may assume that /'(0) = fif'(O) = 1. Then g can be written as g(A) = A -X 2 h(X) for some holomorphic h. 
Put tp = ho f. Since t = g(f(t)), we get
t = m -(/(<)) VO,
. If T G T{X) then it is clear that TS -ST G T(X). Let T G Since (I-ST)(X) = N(T), T(X) = (TS)(X) and X = (TS)(X)®(I-TS)(X),weget TS-ST = {TS -/) + (/-ST) G F(X). Hence we have shown: (3.2) V
TS -ST G ^(X) for each pseudo-inverse S of T.
Our aim is to show that for T G the implication in (3.2) can be reversed. For this we need the following lemma.
LEMMA. Suppose that P = P 2 G C(X), dim P(X) = 00 and iimN(P) = 00. Then there exists an operator V in C(X) such that PV = V, VP = 0, V G K(X) and V # F(X).
Proof. Since P <£ $(X), we have P* g $(X*), thus dim N(P*) = 00. Because of P(X) 1 
. COROLLARY. Suppose that P = P 2 G £(X) and PV -VP G T{X) for all V G C(X). Then P G $(X) U ?(X).
Proof. It foUows from Lemma 3.3 that P G T{X) or dim N(P) < oo, thus P G ^(X)Ui(X).
•
THEOREM. Let T G $ g (X). The following assertions are equivalent: (a) Te$(X) \JT{X). (b) TS -ST G F{X) for each pseudo-inverse S of T.
Proof, (a) => (b): See (3.2). (b) => (a): Let So be a pseudo-inverse of T and put 5 = SoTSo• Then TST = T,STS = S and TS -ST G T{X). It follows that TST = T, STS = S, TS -ST and TSQ = SOT for each pseudo-inverse SO of T. Since T £ C 9 , we derive from Proposition 2.2 that TSV = VTS for all V G C(X).
This gives (TS)V-V(TS) G T{X) for all V G £(X). From Corollary 3.4 we get now that TS G U T(X). If TS G f(X) then T = (TS)T G T{X). If TS G then TS G C~\ thus TSA = ATS = / for some A G £{X). From TS = ST we conclude that f(SA) = 1 = (AS)T, thus f G and hence T G *(X). •
For the next results recall that T denotes the coset T + K,(X) of T in C = C{X)/K{X).
If T G then there is 5 0 G C(X) with TS 0 T = T and TS 0 -S 0 T G T{X) (Theorem 3.1). Put S = SQTSQ. Then it is easy to see that (3.6)
TST = T, STS = S and TS -ST belongs to F(X).
THEOREM. Let T e * g (X). Then T is a Riesz operator <=> T G F(X).
Proof. Let S be a pseudo-inverse of T with the properties in (3.6). Thus If T is a Riesz operator then T is quasinilpotent. Because of (3.8) we have f € £'. It follows from Proposition 2.6 that f = 0.
Thus T € IC(X). T(X) is closed, since T is relatively regular, hence T (E F{X)
. m 3.9. COROLLARY. Let T 6 $ g (X) and S a pseudo-inverse ofT with the properties in (3.6) . Then S 6
and S € F(X) <=> T 6 T{X).
Proof. From (3.6) and Theorem 3.1 we get S 6 & g {X). Use 
Proof, (a) By Corollary 3.9, S € $ g (X)\J r (X).
Hence S is not a Riesz operator (Theorem 3.7). Thus we get r(S) > 0.
(b), (c) and (d) follow from Proposition 2.7 and the symmetry in (3.8).
(e) If R = S or R = S\ then we get from (3.6)
TRT = f, RTR = R and TR = RT.
Now use [6] , Proposition 3.9, to derive S -Si, and (e) is proved.
We proceed with some remarks concerning $-ideals. Let J be an ideal in C(X). [2] , Satz 75.12, gives for each T £ £(^0 and each $-ideal J. Therefore the next result is an immediate consequence of (3.12) and Theorem 3.10.
COROLLARY. Let T 6 \ ?{X) o.nd S be a pseudo-inverse of T such that (3.6) holds. Then, for any $-ideal J we have
3.14. REMARK. We have J n = 0 for each $-ideal in J. In fact, if T € J n Q(X) then T is a Riesz operator and 0 g a*(T). Thus o*(T) = 0, which is impossible since dim X = oo.
COROLLARY. Let J be a $-ideal in C(X). Then jn* g (X) = F(X).
Proof. Each operator in J is a Riesz operator, thus the inclusion "C" follows from Theorem 3.7. The inclusion "3" is clear.
• Our next result is a mapping property for operators in $ S (A'). 
Proof. Case 1: T G Then T is invertible in C. Since / is univalent and
Mf(T)) = c(f(T)) = a(f(T)) = f{o(T)) = /(<T*(T)), we see that 0 £ <T#(/(T)), thus f(T) € *(X) C $ S (X).
Case 2: T £ Then 0 <E a{T). From Theorem 3.1 we get some 5 6 C{X) with TST = T and TS -ST € T{X). Therefore 
T = f(T) -f(T)<p(T)f(T).
Corollary 2.12 shows that
R = <p{T) -b(T)/(T) -I]S[<p(T)f(T) -I}
satisfies (3.18) f(T)Rf(T) = f(T).
As in the proof of Theorem 2.13, we see, by (3.17) ,
that f(T)R = Rf{T). Since I -2f(T)R is invertible in £, we have (/ -f{T)R -Rf(T)) + fC(X) = 1-2f(T)R e C~\ thus I -f(T)R -Rf(T) G $(*)• This and (3.18) show that f(T) € •
We have shown in [6] , Theorem 4.10, that if T 6 * g (X)), R 6 and TR-RT e F(X) then there is <5 > 0 such that T-XRe $(X) C $ s (X)for 0 < |A| < 6. But if we drop the condition R G then in general it does not follow that T-XR e * g (X) . For example, taker = 0, K 6 /C(A r )\^r(X) and A 6 C \ {0}. From (1.5) in [6] we obtain
T -\I< # $ g (X)
for each A ^ 0.
Therefore a natural question arises: What are the interior points of $ S (A")?
THEOREM. IfT e $ g {X) andd\mN(T) < oo or cod\mT(X) < oo, then T E *(X).
Proof. There is a pseudo-inverse 5 of T with TS-ST £ F(X) (Theorem 3.1). We have
N(T) = (I -ST)(X)
and X = (TS)(X)® {I -TS)(X), for K e K{X), thus T + K e $ g (X) for each K £ K{X).
(e) (d): Take K = 0 to get T € $ g (X). For each compact K we have that T + K is relatively regular. Use again Theorem 6 in [4] to derive dim N(T) < oo or codim T(X) < oo. Theorem 3.19 shows now that T € 3.23. REMARK. The implication "(a) => (d)" can also be obtained from [6] , Theorem 4.11: If T € * g (X)°, then, by [6] , (4.12) and Theorem 4.11 (a), it follows that T e{Re C(X) : RSR = R for some 5 € $(*)}".
In [5] , Theorem 2.2, we have shown that the last set coincides with We have already mentioned the ideal of inessential operators. It is well known (e.g., [2] , § 106) that this ideal coincides with the following perturbation class:
{T £ C(X) : T + Ae *(X) for all A e $(*)}.
For generalized Fredholm operators we have the following result.
THEOREM. {T £ £(X) :T + A £ * g (X) for all A £ = f(X).
Proof. Because of [6] , Theorem 4.2, we only have to show the inclusion *C". Take T £ C{X) with T + A £ i g (X) for all A £ For A = 0 we obtain (3.25) We know that the ideal F{X) has this property (see [6] , Theorem 2.3, (2.5). Our next result shows that there are no other ideals J such that (3.26) holds. 
It is clear that <tq S (T) C A(T).
[6], Proposition 1.3, shows that C \ <J$ G (T) is open. Hence a^g(T) is compact. In what follows we shall characterize those operators T for which a$g(T)
= 0. 
Mp(T)) = a(p{f)) = o(p(f)) = p(a(T)) = p(o*(T)) = {0}.
It follows that p(T) is a Riesz operator. Since T -Xjl £ $g(X)
for j = 1,..., m, we get from Theorem 4.5 in [6] that p(T) € $S(X). Use Theorem 3.7 to derive p(T) 6 F(X).
